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From Sea to Sea Map Quilt
33” by 44”

Materials

Discover Canada Panel - AOR 16249-
200 vintage - One Panel
KONA Solid Canada Red - corners 
Fat Quarter or .2 meters
KONA Solid Navy - border .5 meters
KONA Solid Khaki - sashing and outer 
borders .5 meters
Discover Canada Maple Leaves -
AOR 16251-15 ivory-corners
& backing 1.20 meters
Corner blocks only .2 meters
Yardage is based on 115cm wide (44/45 inch) 
fabric.
If  prewashing wash in cold water, tumble 
dry low heat.

CUttiNG

Trim off  the side borders of  Discover 
Canada Map panel. Trim off  selvedges.
These pieces should measure 4” wide by
22 ½” to 23 ½” long and should be 
identical in width and length.

Trim map so there is ¼” past the outer 
blue triple strip. This should measure 
35 ¼” wide and 23” long. This can vary 
slightly, depending on your trimming of  
the map panel.

From KONA Solid Navy - Cut THREE 
pieces 4” by width of  Fabric. Sub-cut into
- FOUR 4” by 7” rectangles and
- TWO 4” by 24” rectangles. (Side Bor-
ders)

From KONA Solid Khaki - Cut EIGHT 
pieces
1 ½” by width of  fabric. Sub-cut into
- FOUR pieces 1 ½” by 24”
- FOUR Pieces 1 ½” by 37” (These 
pieces are larger than required. They will 
be trimmed up once they are attached to 
the navy border pieces.

From AOR 16251-15 cut two squares 
6 ½” cut each square in half, diagonally

From KONA CANADA RED cut two 
squares 6 ½”. Cut each square in half, 
diagonally.
From Kona Canada Red cut four 2 ¼” 
by width of  fabric for binding OR use 
leftover Leaf  Fabric. CUT BACKING 
FIRST, then use leftovers for Binding.
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iNstrUCtiONs
Use ¼” seams.
Top and Bottom Borders
Sew 4” rectangle of  Navy to each short 
end of  the Discover Canada border. 

Press seams towards Navy.
This border unit should measures 35 ¼”.
This is the same measurement as the top 
and bottom edge of  the trimmed map 
panel.
Sew 1 ½” wide strips of  KONA Khaki to 
each side of  this border unit. Trim excess 
Khaki strips as they were cut longer than 
required.
Press seams towards border navy.
Attach this unit to the TOP and Bottom 
of  Map PANEL, making sure you center 
the Border strip on the center of  the map 
panel.
Press towards border.
Side Borders
Sew 1 ½” strips of  KONA Khaki to each 
side of the 4” by 24” rectangles of KONA Navy.

Press seams towards navy. Set aside.

Corner Blocks
Sew one triangle of  KONA Canada Red 
to one triangle of  Leaf  Fabric. Press seam 
open. Make Four Squares.

Trim to 6” squares.

Attach the Half  
Triangle Squares to 
each end Side 
Borders. See Quilt 
Photo for Placement.

The leaf  triangle is 
positioned to the 
inside, Canada Red 
faces to the outside 
edge.

Press seams towards 
border panel.

Attach the side 
borders to the Map 
panel. Press seams 
away from Panel.

Machine Quilting
Use the remainder of  the Discover Canada 
AOR 16251-15 Leaf  fabric for the backing.

Quilt and Bind as desired. Use leaf  fabric 
leftovers for your binding, OR Kona Solid 
CANADA RED which was included in the 
yardage requirements.

If  you use Canada Red, then you may want 
to turn your corner blocks the opposite 
way.
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CLOSE uP OF QuILTINg AND CORNER BLOCKS.


